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Our country’s underground infrastructure is an increasingly congested grid of water, sewer, 
gas, telephone, fiber optic, and power lines underneath every city, town, and county. This 
infrastructure runs our businesses and homes and is vital to our daily lives. When these 
underground utilities are disturbed, damaged, deteriorated or fail, serious problems can arise 
that impact safety and overall quality of life. Draper Aden Underground will help you locate, 
assess, and address subsurface infrastructure before it becomes a problem on your next design or 
construction project.

Statistically, an underground utility line is struck (on average) once every minute in the United 
States. Fallout from such an event can include delayed construction, blown budgets, property 
damage, lengthy legal battles, health hazards, injury, and even loss of life. Relying on two-
dimensional as-built drawings or public Miss Utility markings alone increases risk during 
excavation. Accurate utility location, pipe condition assessment, GIS mapping, and infrastructure 
modeling information, reveals what is underneath the surface and helps you, your employees, or 
your contractors to dig safely.

Draper Aden Underground is a tailored service focused on providing accurate subsurface 
utility information to owners, engineers, and contractors. Draper Aden Underground facilitates 
designing projects with the most accurate information available and helps you to build safely with 
reduced risk of injury and property damage. For over fifteen years, Draper Aden Associates has 
provided subsurface utility locating, assessment, mapping and modeling services to help promote 
a culture of safety in the construction industry. Our investments in technology, education, 
certifications, and hands-on training further reflect our commitment to providing the accurate 
underground utility information you require. Draper Aden Underground – because truly knowing 
what is below the surface leads to peace of mind throughout the design and construction of your 
projects.

KNOW WHAT ’S BELOW
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Electro-magnetic Field (EMF) Detection • Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) 
Global Positioning System (GPS) Locations • Electro-magnetic/Radio-Frequency Identification 
(RFID) • Quality Level A Vacuum Excavation Trucks • Smoke and Dye Testing Flow Monitoring 
Analysis • Robotic Pipeline Inspection Camera (RedZone) Deployment • Manhole Inspection 
Scanning • Erosion and Sediment Control Inspection • Groundwater Monitoring 
Construction Inspection • Hydrant Flow Testing

Survey Point Cloud



UTILITY LOCATION AND RELOCATION

Draper Aden’s 
accurate and 
timely utility 

locating services 
allow us to dig 

with confidence.

“ “

William Roberts
J.E. Liesfeld Contractor, Inc.

Accuracy, efficiency and schedule are all keys to success for construction 
projects involving utility location and relocation. Electro-magnetic Field 
(EMF) Detection, Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), Global Positioning 
System (GPS), Electro-magnetic/Radio-Frequency Identification (EM 
RFID), and vacuum truck technologies allow Draper Aden Underground 
to offer all Quality Levels (A, B, C, D) of Subsurface Utility Engineering 
(S.U.E.), each providing an effective way to determine the location of 
underground utilities in a variety of situations.  

Unplanned utility relocations during construction is expensive. A much 
more cost effective solution utilizes accurate infrastructure data during 
the design phase to eliminate conflicts and construction delays arising 
from uncovering or hitting an existing underground utility. Utility 
redesign can account for up to 20 percent of a project’s total design 
schedule; using S.U.E. upfront to identify potential conflicts virtually 
eliminates this, saving both time and money. 

Knowing the precise location and depth of the site’s underground 
infrastructure at all crossings is required by the Virginia Underground 
Damage Protection Act.  This is especially important for trenchless 
technologies, horizontal directional drilling, and jack and bore methods 
of utility installation. Failure to use required soft digging techniques 
can result in utility damage, property damage, environmental hazards, 
fines, civil penalties, injuries, and loss of life. Draper Aden Underground’s 
Quality Level A vacuum excavation service provides a less invasive way to 
safely obtain accurate horizontal and vertical locations of existing utilities 
and minimizes construction delays. 

During design and construction, time is money. Draper Aden 
Underground professionals can typically respond to utility locating 
requests within two business days, thus minimizing schedule impacts. 
In addition to responsiveness, we place specific emphasis on precision. 
Over the years we have made significant investments in the latest 
technologies, education, and hands-on training to help ensure that 
your projects are designed and constructed with the most accurate 
underground information possible.  



Ever-aging utilities infrastructure is another component 
of the subsurface grid beneath our cities, counties, and 
towns. Inflow and infiltration, root intrusion, and grease 
buildup cause pipe backups and overflows that lead to 
service interruptions, property damage, and potential 
health hazards. The Department of Environmental 
Quality strictly enforces aging infrastructure regulations, 
resulting in immense costs associated with rehabilitating 
or replacing dated utilities. Draper Aden Underground is 
prepared to help you address infrastructure rehabilitation 
through efficient and cost-effective innovative technology 
that will obtain accurate operational data from existing 
water distribution and wastewater collection systems. 

Our team of professional engineers is experienced in 
assessing and evaluating field data to gain a unique 
understanding of how water and sewer systems operate 
during seasonal climate changes in various regions. 
Members of our team completed the Pipeline Assessment 
Certification Program (PACP) provided by the National 
Association of Sewer Service Companies (NASSCO) and 
are versed in providing a variety of pipeline assessment 
services ranging from flow monitoring to construction 
observation and inspection. Additionally, we are 
partnered with RedZone to offer state of the art robotic 
pipeline inspection services that evaluate pipe conditions 
without the added expense of cleaning the line first. 
All data collected by our various inspection services are 
compatible with most standard GIS databases and can 

Pipe inspections 
conducted using 
the new robotic 
technology has 
been far more 

productive and 
cost effective.

INSPECTIONS AND CONDITION ASSESSMENTS

be paired with subsurface utility location coordinates, 
leveraged to create overall system models, and used to 
implement a strategic approach to system rehabilitation. 
By exploring and cataloguing the condition of subsurface 
infrastructure, rehabilitation funds can be spent wisely. “

“

David Irvin, PE
City of Staunton Utilities Superintendent



MAPPING AND MODELING

With Draper Aden Underground, security and peace of mind 
goes beyond accurate utility location and pipe condition 
assessments. We offer methods to proactively capture, store, 
and leverage your infrastructure data through GIS utility 
mapping and modeling. 

GIS utility mapping is a proactive GIS database solution 
that allows you to easily access and leverage subsurface 
data in order to avoid infrastructure conflicts. Repetitive 
marking of detectable utilities and using inaccurate record 
drawings is inefficient and risky. Our solution lies with the 
value-added service of GPS utility location with a handheld 
sub-foot accuracy unit. This process marks the GPS location 
of each utility at the same time it is marked on the ground. 
Once collected, the utility location data is used to populate 
a GIS database. This working GIS database of subsurface 
utility information not only allows you to quickly locate 
infrastructure, but also make the most accurate planning 
decisions possible and build with minimal risk of utility-related 
accidents. GPS utility location promotes safety through a 
comprehensive record of site utilities and, in the event of a 
natural disaster, it can be the only means of recovering crucial 
access points and utility shut-offs. 

Additionally, we can incorporate pipe condition assessment 
information into your GIS utility mapping database to create 
an accurate and complete picture of an entire system. This 
comprehensive model allows you to view virtual snapshots 
of system segments, such as lateral connections or manhole 
structures, as a benchmark for future infrastructure upgrades 
or as an overall asset management tool. 

Whether you are in the planning stages of design, preparing 
for construction, or managing a complex system of utilities, 
accurate subsurface utility information reduces risk, promotes 
safety, and helps you budget your rehabilitation dollars wisely. 
Draper Aden Underground – because truly knowing what is 
underneath the surface leads to peace of mind throughout 
your project.

Draper Aden 
Associates’ unique 

utility marking 
approach using GPS 
data capture while 
responding to Miss 
Utility notifications 

has significantly 
enhanced our GIS 

database.

“

“

Jennifer Heckman
University GIS Manager



Every day each of us has the opportunity to leave our mark on the world. Creating a Lasting 
Positive Impact through engineering, surveying, and environmental expertise is the 
primary focus of Draper Aden Associates. We are more than just a set of plans, we are a way 
to achieve.

The dream of creating a Lasting Positive Impact began in Blacksburg, Virginia in 1972 when 
a civil engineer and a surveyor collaborated to improve their local surroundings. Since 
then, our company has expanded to Charlottesville, Manassas, Newport News, Richmond, 
and Virginia Beach, Virginia and Fayetteville and Raleigh, North Carolina, with the goal of 
helping these communities, as well as the entire Mid-Atlantic region, realize a sustainable 
future. 

Draper Aden Associates’ aspirations and capabilities are growing every day.  Whether it 
involves the creation of a water distribution system for an underserved community, 
restoration and reclamation of an environmentally degraded site, preservation of 
precious natural resources, sensitive development of new communities, or helping to 
enhance the campuses of institutions where the next generations will learn, what we 
do today can be looked back upon with pride tomorrow.

Draper Aden Underground – because truly knowing what is below the surface leads to 
peace of mind throughout the design and construction of your projects.

Engineering Surveying Environmental Services

Draper Aden
Associates

Alan Gregory      804.261.2917
GIS Mapping and Modeling     agregory@daa.com

John L. Robertson, PE    804.264.2228
Subsurface Utility Engineering    jlrobertson@daa.com

Mike Haggerty, PE     804.553.4586
Inspections and Condition Assessments  mhaggerty@daa.com



www.daa.com/underground
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